Thank you to our sponsors who have
made this meeting possible:
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Welcome
The event organisers are delighted to welcome, to the inaugural Forming and Exploring Habitable Worlds
Meeting, scientists alongside scholars of space law, ethics, and culture of all career levels from academic
institutions, private sector bodies, space agencies, and other government organisations from all over the globe.
The University of Edinburgh’s School of Geosciences and its Earth and Planetary Science Institute are thrilled to
have brought together a large and diverse set of experts engaged in fundamental aspects of planetary and space
science as well as specialists in exploration mission planning, space culture, and diversity and inclusion in these
scholarly areas. We look forward to hosting a very productive meeting.
Further information: www.habitableworlds.co.uk Please read the ethos: www.habitableworlds.co.uk/ethos

Overview
Forming and Exploring Habitable Worlds is a multi-discipline four to five day international scientific meeting
taking place in Edinburgh, UK, in November 2022. This event is to accommodate up to 120 in-person delegates of
all career stages based in a range of relevant employment sectors. A hybrid model is envisaged to be delivered so
as to broaden participation by accommodating virtual attendance of additional delegates. Students and those in
their early-careers are encouraged to attend and contribute their work in this friendly, relatively unintimidating,
and specialist gathering.
The welcoming atmosphere of this modest-sized event will foster friendly scholarly exchange and shall help to
promote networking beneficial over both immediate and long time periods to delegates of their early, mid, and
senior careers. Due to the event being of cross-discipline appeal participants will be planetary scientists,
astronomers, computational astrophysicist, astrobiologists, space lawyers, educators, space technology / mission
innovators, earth scientists, and social scientists and humanities experts. The meeting and related activities
provide opportunities for friendly exchange among scholars of planetary and space science matters at all career
levels. Thus, offering the potential for all to accelerate knowledge/technology sharing and explore new
observations that advance understanding of key questions concerning planet formation, community and space
mission priorities, and give prominence to our responsibilities to excel in our protective responsibilities off-Earth.
In nucleating useful new international collaborations, this event will be highly beneficial to continued
community progress in frontier planetary and space science while supporting overall community advances in
preparing for society’s growing needs for highly qualified personnel in these employment sectors as well as
among connected social science and policy bodies. Additionally, this meeting will help to create pathways for
present and future students through interaction with other delegates, and potentially permits the early-stages of
discussion to commercialise certain scientific findings and/or new technologies for industry. Ample discussion
time during the overall event supports our goal to engage all attendees in the effective exchange of new
observations, emerging analytical approaches, and the development of new hypotheses.
In light of the development of new planetary science study facilities across the globe and the recent and
pending return of new forms of intentionally retrieved extraterrestrial materials, we are positioned at the
inception of a new era of frontier study. A dedicated special issue hosted by Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta,
the journal of the Geochemical Society and Meteoritical Society, will be produced following this meeting and is
provisionally titled “Tracing Planetary Formation and Evolution, and the Dynamics of the Early Solar System”. We
intend for this volume to include a significant set of useful new advances in cross-disciplinary understanding of
planetary formation and Solar System evolution. In addition, as our interconnected fields of work are fast
accelerating this is an opportune time to provide the community with a high-level review. Hence, a provisional
agreement is held with the University of Arizona Press’s Space Science Series; the approach and content of this
volume will be discussed during the event. This meeting and its aligned activities, therefore, are a special
opportunity for delegates to engage in producing two excellent thematic volumes of lasting scientific impact.
More information: www.habitableworlds.co.uk/publishing-projects
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Visiting Edinburgh?
Travel and other information for visitors to Edinburgh can be accessed via www.habitableworlds.co.uk/travel
and www.ed.ac.uk/visit/city/basics. All in-person delegates are required to be vaccinated against COVID-19. Inperson attendees must adhere to other precautions should they be requested to ensure the good health of all.
Visas and your stay: Visitors to Scotland must hold a valid passport before starting their journey and children
may require their own passports. All visitors who wish to enter the UK must meet the requirements of the UK
immigration regulations. Application forms and information on how to apply for a visa, as well as guidance for
visitors coming to the UK, is available on the UK Border Agency website.
 EU citizens can stay in Scotland for as long as required. Visitors from other European countries outside
the EU can stay for up to three months.
 Visitors from the USA, Canada, Australia or New Zealand, can stay for up to six months, providing they
have a return ticket and funds to cover the trip.
 Visitors from any other country in the world will require a visa.
 After you have fully paid for registration and booked your accommodation to attend and present your
work, please email the organisers at habworldbursaries@gmail.com if you require a visa assist letter.
Money: In Edinburgh and across Scotland and the UK pounds sterling (£) is the currency used. Bank notes
produced in England and in Scotland are slightly different from one another but both are accepted everywhere in
these countries. Cash machines / ATMs are widely available to people, and there are also a number of Bureaux
de Change in Edinburgh’s city centre. Credit and debit cards are accepted in most hotels, restaurants and shops.
Only a very few small shops and guesthouse accommodation may prefer or accept only cash.
There are no fixed expectations concerning tipping in Edinburgh. If you are happy with the service in
restaurants or cafés, a 10 to 15% tip to waitressing staff or similar is customary. For taxi fares, it’s usual to round
up to the nearest pound (£) for short journeys.
All purchases, with the exception of food, books and children’s clothing, are subject to VAT, which is
currently 20%. This is already included in the price shown in shops / on price tags. Visitors from non-EU countries
can claim a refund of VAT from selected shops on goods to be taken out of the country under the Retail Export
Scheme. You can find information on how to reclaim sales tax by visiting the HM Revenue & Customs website.
Roads: Please be aware as both pedestrians crossing roadways and as potential vehicle users that drivers
and cyclists use the left hand side of the road in the UK. If you choose to drive in Scotland at any time during your
visit, you must have a valid driving licence, be driving with valid insurance, and adhere to the UK’s Highway Code.
A foreign driving licence is accepted in the UK for up to 12 months. It is compulsory to wear seat belts in the front
seat and if your car has seat belts in the back, they must also be worn.
Medical Cover: When travelling to Scotland from outside of the UK, make sure you know what emergency
healthcare you are entitled to, what medicines you can bring into the country, what to do in an emergency, and
what travel insurance you will need. The Scottish Government provides detailed healthcare information for
overseas visitors and holiday makers in PDF, audio and large-print formats:
Safety: Edinburgh, like other major cities, is a place where general care and common sense rules apply.
Edinburgh is generally very safe and friendly so you should not encounter any problems. During the day, Police
Officers and Community Enforcement Officers would be able to assist you if needed. In case of an emergency the
police, emergency medics / ambulance, or fire brigade service can be contacted by telephoning 999.
Electricity: The standard voltage in Scotland is 240V AC, 50Hz. North American appliances need an adapter
and transformer; Australasian appliances need only an adapter. Plugs in the UK are different to those in many
other countries, including other European nations, and have 3 square pins. Adapters are widely available at
places of international arrival, and in Scottish hardware shops or high street retailers such as Boots or Superdrug.
Child care and faith: If you have any queries about local provisions for child care ahead of the meeting
please find further information and links at this page and this student resource. Initial information about
Edinburgh‘s welcoming faith communities can be accessed at this website. Should you wish to attend faith
venues during your visit, please contact these directly to enquire about their COVID-safe operating practices.
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Local Interest
The historic city of Edinburgh boasts a World Heritage Site in the centrally located Old Town and New Town
areas where this meeting is located. Established in 1451 The University of Edinburgh is one of the UK’s oldest
and most prestigious Universities, and is Scotland’s largest high-performing public higher education institutions.

Image Credits: The University of Edinburgh and the National Museum of Scotland

As Scotland’s capital city, Edinburgh is well situated for access to inspiring landscapes as well as the Scottish
borders and England’s northern counties such as Northumberland and Cumbria. During the month of November
temperatures are expected to be cool, likely ranging from roughly +3 ºC to +10 ºC and with rain and will at times.
Please come prepared for these weather conditions.
Further information about the local area: www.habitableworlds.co.uk/local-area.

Image Credits: visitscotland.com
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Retreat to Gartmore House
Summary
The meeting is capped by a retreat to Gartmore House, Stirlingshire. This retreat shall accommodate approximately
35 attendees, where eligible early- and mid-career scholars on insecure contracts who are awarded bursaries to attend
this aspect of the event will be given priority.
The purpose of the retreat is to accommodate friendly exchange and short-course style activities as well as a
specialist CV clinic. Hence, this environment will help to foster new professional partnerships, identify collaborative
opportunities for the short-, mid-, and longer-term, all while developing transferable skills and addressing approaches
to raising and maintaining funding. The retreat will also feature an exploration of a range of career pathways via
informal discussions and presentations with diverse leaders in the planetary and space sciences.

Themes to connect with through the retreat
• Science Communication and Outreach
Focusing on the development of skills for communicating research to the general public, including approaches to
science writing and the creation of other engaging resources / materials for a range of settings and age-groups.
• Private Sector Opportunities
Activities and talks will explore subjects of shared interest and (academic-adjacent) job opportunities available
outside of universities while emphasising the types of professional abilities and knowledge that are valued.
• Government and Policy
This theme will look at how research is turned into policy and how policy directs research (e.g. through funding
opportunities) as well as exploring the experience, collaboration, and employment opportunities in these areas.

Afternoon, Friday November 11th 2022
• It is compulsory for members of the attending group to gather in the John McIntyre Conference Centre
immediately following the closing formalities of the meeting. The group will then depart together for travel to the
retreat, which is expected to take approximately 90 minutes.
• If any member(s) of the party fail to meet at the agreed time and place before departure, they must take full
responsibility for their travel to Gartmore House. It is only by prior arrangement with the Chair that members of
the party should make their own way to the retreat’s venue.
• Participants are reminded that they should expect cool weather during November. They should bring sturdy
waterproof footwear or wellington boots, as well as a rain proof coat / jacket / hat / umbrella should they wish to
enjoy a walk about the grounds or adjacent countryside during their time at Gartmore House.
• Members of the attending party should have the expectation that they will need to have eaten their lunch prior to
gathering for departure, or should be prepared with a sandwich / pack lunch on this day. A notice of reminder will
be sent by email to all participants shortly before the event takes place.
• Travel / rail tickets are included in fee to attendees for the retreat. The group will travel together by train from
Edinburgh Waverley to Stirling rail station during the afternoon. At Stirling rail station shuttle transport provided
by Gartmore House will take attendees to the destination.
• Upon arrival at Gartmore House the venue’s staff will direct people to their allocated rooms. Quiet time is provided
while people settle in and dinner will be served in the evening.
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Saturday November 12th and Sunday November 13th 2022
• Breakfast will be available at times confirmed upon arrival at Gartmore House.
This will likely be from 7.30 am, closing at 9 am.
• The first activity of the morning begins at 9.15 am, and ends at 10.30 am.
• At 10.30 am refreshments will be served and a break of approximately 20 to 30 minutes will be provided for.
• The second activity of the morning is expected to take place between 11 am and 12.30.
• Lunch will be provided between 12.30 and 1.30 pm.
• Afternoon activities begin at 2 pm with refreshments served at approximately 3.30 pm.
• Participants have the option to engage in relaxed activities with the group between 4 pm and 5.30 pm, or are
permitted to use the time as they wish.
• Dinner will be at 6 pm. Function rooms / comfortable seating will be available to attendees throughout the evening.
• An optional evening talk or recorded speaker is a possibility, and would be of no more than one hour in duration.
• Should any attendees of the retreat prefer to depart on the Sunday evening they must advise the Chair as early as
possible and ahead of the November 2022. Under these circumstances departure transport is the responsibility of
the attendee - Gartmore House staff shall likely be best positioned to advise should transport bookings be required.

Monday November 14th
• Breakfast will be served from approximately 7 am and group members should have packed their luggage and
vacated their rooms ahead of departure at 9 am.
• Return transport to Stirling Rail station will be provided along with return tickets to Edinburgh Waverley from
which point delegates should make their own arrangements for onward transport and/or any vacation or visiting
research plans that they may have. It is expected that the return journey will comfortably reach Waverley train
station around either 11.30 am or 12.30. The meeting organisers recommend that delegates allow an addition
30 minutes or an hour for any planned connections. Organisers take no responsibility for any delays that could
potentially affect return travel to Waverley.
• We appreciate that some attendees may prefer to travel direct from Stirling to their next destination. The Chair
asks that anyone please advises the organisers as early as possible if they wish to leave the group early by:
o Departing Stirling for a destination different from Edinburgh Waverley.
o Having booked - direct with Gartmore - their own an extended stay at the House after this retreat.
o Using their own transport to travel from Edinburgh and will have with them to Gartmore House for
independent travel following the final group breakfast.

Retreat Coordinators
Above - Nisha Ramkissoon, Open University, Emily Bonsall and Christian Shröder, University of Stirling.
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Presenting Delegates
The presenting delegate list will be completed after the
close of abstract submission.

Chair
Amy J. V. Riches, School of Geosciences, University of Edinburgh, UK.

Scientific Steering Committee
Please see - www.habitableworlds.co.uk/event-leadership
Co-Chair: Vera Assis Fernandes, Museum für Naturkunde, Germany.
Co-Chair: Christian Schröder, University of Stirling, UK.
Paula Antoshechkina, California Institute of Technology, USA.
Megha Bhatt, Physical Research Laboratory, India.
Hasnaa Chennaoui Aoudjehane, Hassan II Univ. of Casablanca, Morocco.
Patricia Clay, University of Manchester, UK.
Sarah Crowther, University of Manchester, UK.
Mario Fischer-Gödde, Universität zu Köln, Germany.
Andrea Fortier, University of Bern, Switzerland.
Eiichiro Kokubo, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.
Chris McKay, NASA Ames Research Center, USA.
Millarca Valenzuela Picón, Universidad Católica del Norte, Chile.
Ganna (Anya) Portyankina, University of Colorado in Boulder, USA.
Nisha Ramkissoon, The Open University, UK.
Natalie Starkey, The Open University, UK.
Natasha Stephen, University of Plymouth, UK
Amaury Triaud, University of Birmingham, UK.
Monica Truninger, University of Lisbon, Portugal.
Elishevah van Kooten, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
Justin Walsh, Chapman University, USA.

Advisor
Kristina Tamane, Space Business Executive, University of Edinburgh, UK.

Voluntary Assistants
Christina MacLeod, Graduate in Engineering, University of Edinburgh, UK.
The list of volunteer assistants shall be updated closer to the event.
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Public Event, Tuesday 8th November 2022, John McIntyre Conference Centre
Chair to the Public Event

Prof. Catherine Heymans
Astronomer Royal for Scotland. Website.
For further information on this event please see:
www.habitableworlds.co.uk/public-event

Please arrive promptly and 10 minutes before the stated start times.
6.30 pm, Interactive Public Panel for under-14 year olds.
What does a planet need to support life? Are we alone?
Fun times with the science of space! Please ask lots of questions!

Announcement pending

Announcement pending

Expert on microbes and possible aliens.

Expert on rocky planets.

Announcement pending
Expert on where else life might be.

7.45 pm, Public Lecture for all ages. Our Future In Space.
Distinguished Prof. Chris Impey
University of Arizona, USA. Website
What is out there? Where might we go?
What should we do?
Giving a talk loosely based on his
popular book:
“Beyond: Our Future In Space”
Please ask questions!
Coordinators of the Public Event
Below - Sarah Crowther, University of Manchester, Natalie Starkey, Open University,
Paula Antoshechkina, California Institute of Technology, and Amy Riches, Meeting Chair.
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Meeting’s Keynote Speakers, November 7th-11th

Professor Dirk Schulze-Makuch
Technische Univ. Berlin, Germany.

Professor Audrey Bouvier
Universität Bayreuth, Germany.

Meeting’s Invited Speakers, November 7th-11th

Dr. Sean Raymond, CNRS
Universite de Bordeaux, France.

Dr. Laetitia Delrez
Université de Liège, Belgium.

Dr. Mickaël Baqué
German Aerospace Centre

Prof. Hasnaa Chennaoui Aoudjehane
Hassan II U of Casablanca

Dr. Neeraj Srivastava
Physical Research Lab., India

Prof. Nigel Mason OBE
President, Europlanet Society

Dr. Tony Milligan
Kings College London

Dr. Millarca Valenzuela Picón
Universidad Católica del Norte

Dr. Joanna Barstow
Open University, UK

To be announced
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Prof. Jamie Gilmour
UK Cosmochemical Analysis Network

To be announced

Bursary Awards
Learned societies of the international scientific community [listed below] are thanked for their generous
support of bursaries administered by the scientific team of this meeting. Awards were made on a competitive
basis to support eligible researchers presenting their work. The following presenting delegates are congratulated
on their successful applications.

Bestowed by the Science and Technologies Facilities Council
The list of recipients shall be updated around May 2022.

Awarded by the Meteoritical Society
The list of recipients shall be updated around May 2022.

Conferred by the Royal Astronomical Society
The list of recipients shall be updated around May 2022.

Granted by the European Association of Geochemistry
The list of recipients shall be updated around May 2022.

Presented by the UK’s Geochemistry Group
The list of recipients shall be updated around May 2022.
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Maps Emphasising Key Locations Related to the Meeting
Map 1: Overview of Scotland

Gartmore House
Location of Retreat

For your reference only,
Shetland Space Centre

In addition to the maps provided
here, other maps and information
useful to visiting delegates can be
accessed at:
• https://www.ed.ac.uk/maps
• https://www.ed.ac.uk/visit/city
• https://mapcarta.com/W27279
498

Edinburgh
Meeting Location
100 km

• and via google maps.
https://www.google.co.uk/map
s
• www.habitableworlds.co.uk/loc

Map 2: Central Area of Edinburgh.

Edinburgh
Waverley Station

Cafes

Salisbury Green / Masson
House Accommodation

Cafes

Talks and Poster
Presentations.
Plus, Public Event.

South Hall
Banquet Night
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600 metres

Accommodation
Reservations have been made on a bed and breakfast basis at Salisbury Green and Masson House, which are
both located within a few hundred meetings of the John McIntyre Conference Centre. Rooms are offered
through the registration process, and all have private modern bathrooms. The cost to delegates of bed and
breakfast accommodation shall be in the range of roughly £60 (based on two people sharing a twin or family
room) to around £100 per night (single occupancy). https://www.habitableworlds.co.uk/registration

Image Credit: Edinburgh First, University of Edinburgh.

Meeting organisers accept no responsibility for arrangements made outside of our registration portal.
Edinburgh is Scotland’s capital city; please always check that the address of any accommodation you book
independent of the meeting’s own provisions is located within an easy distance of the conference centre. Please
check available reviews of any such accommodation that you book outside of the registration portal.
If needed, alternative accommodations not coordinated by this meeting’s team and located nearby include:
•

Hotels and bed and breakfast accommodation searchable via a google map of the area.

•

Room only or bed and breakfast listed on Air BnB (please check if these options are recognised for
reimbursement by the relevant employer / funder).

•

The Residence Inn Edinburgh by Marriott. 36 Simpson Loan, Quartermile, Edinburgh EH3 9GG.
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/hotel-photos/ediri-residence-inn-edinburgh/
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John McIntyre Conference Centre
Meeting Location for In-Person Oral and Poster Presentations

Image Credit: Edinburgh First, University of Edinburgh.

The inaugural Forming and Exploring
Habitable Worlds Meeting uses the
Pentland Suite – marked by the
orange ellipse. The East and West
rooms will be combined to give one
large theatre space for talks.
Boardrooms 1 and 2 provide for quiet
/ committee spaces.
The building is served by accessible
lifts as well as stair cases. Bathrooms
will be clearly marked.
Windows and doors will be opened to
increase air circulation in meeting
rooms and catering areas. Guests are
encouraged to take fresh air breaks
throughout the day.
Hand sanitisers will be available
throughout the venue. Cleaning of
surfaces and high touch points in
meeting rooms, catering areas and
public spaces will be carried out
throughout the day.
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Presentations
The Pentland Suite includes a large theatre spaces with a seated
capacity of approximately three hundred. Poster presentations will take
place inside the John McIntyre Conference Centre where the meeting is
taking place. The space assigned for posters to be shown and discussed
with presenters will be clearly sign posted inside this building at the time
of the event.

Quiet / Meeting Room
Two small rooms adjacent to the theatre in which presentations will
be given are considered boardrooms. These rooms contain seating and
desks and provide a quiet space for people to rest and/or take sensory
breaks. By prior request and arrangement with the organisers small
boards or committees can arrange discussions in one of these rooms and
over the course of the meeting.

Meals
The meeting will provide refreshments (coffee, teas, water and other cold drinks, ± biscuits) at intervals during
the event. For the week of November 7th to 11th 2022, lunches will be provided at the conference centre.
Delegates will generally find that their accommodation provides for breakfast. Over the full course of their
visit, visitors will find walk that lunches can generally be purchased for around £6 to £18 per person at cafes and
restaurants in and around Edinburgh’s historic centre, and dinners in this part of the city will likely range in price
from £8 to £25 per head.
Dinner will be provided at the event’s banquet in South Hall.
An option offered to attendees is a welcoming icebreaker dinner at
a venue near to the central Old Town area of Edinburgh on the evening
of Sunday November 6th. This welcome meal will be apparent in the
registration portal for those whose travel, and other considerations,
mean they are available that evening and wish to opt-in. As with all
other aspects of the meeting, and in keeping with this event’s ethos,
alcohol will not be provided at the icebreaker dinner.

Cafés and Restaurants
Numerous cafés and restaurants are located within a 15 minute walk of
the Salisbury Green along Newington Road (turns into S. Clerk Street as you
walk northward). There are also many places suited to evening dining as
you walk toward and enter Edinburgh’s Old Town.
It is in these central areas that many of Edinburgh’s museums and
galleries are located. Visitors should be aware that many of these public
points of cultural interest are free to all visitors and, if possible for you, we
encourage you to explore them during your stay. More information:
www.habitableworlds.co.uk/local-area

Public Event
The Public Event shall take place in the John McIntyre Conference Centre.
Please refer to page 8.
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Social Activities
Opt-in Welcome Dinner, Sunday November 6th
Beginning promptly at 18:30. Venue near Salisbury Green.
The friendly welcome will be hosted at a local restaurant located
in close proximity to the conference centre and Salisbury Green
accommodation. In keeping with the event’s ethos, no alcohol will be
available instead our welcome takes the form of dinner. Please join
us for what should be a relaxed opportunity to socialise with other
meeting attendees before the scientific and related scholarly sessions
commence on Monday morning. Further details will be provided
after the close of abstract submission for those who have registered
to join this welcome dinner.

To be announced, Welcome Coordinator

Public Event, Tuesday November 8th
Beginning promptly at 18:30. John McIntyre Conference Centre.
The meeting’s Public Speakers include Distinguished Professor of Astronomy Chris Impey, University of
Arizona, USA, who gained his doctoral degree at the University of Edinburgh. His talk will relate to his popular
book. ‘Beyond: Our Future in Space’. Additional information shall be added soon. Please be seated by 18:20.

Poster Session, Wednesday November 9th
The poster session for this meeting will include light refreshments, and there will be no alcohol. Poster
presentations run from the close of oral presentations on Wednesday morning until 13:40.
Boards for forty or more poster presentations can be accommodated. Presenters should stand by their
posters from the beginning of this session. It is intended that there will be a competition for prizes among
presenting students.
A tour to showcase key facilities that can support planetary science, astronomy, space exploration and
other research will likely take place during the afternoon of November 9th.

Banquet, Thursday November 10th
Beginning promptly at 18:15. South Hall.
The meeting’s banquet will be held in South Hall - a spacious and
contemporary building sited close to the conference centre and well
sign posted. The venue will be welcoming delegates from 18:15,
before taking our seats to enjoy the meal and after-dinner folk music
with ceilidh. In line with the meeting’s ethos, the banquet will be
alcohol-free and optional participation in traditional Scottish ceilidh
dancing will be fuelled only by general high spirits and good food.
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To be announced, Banquet Coordinator

Virtual Access Provisions
The inaugural Forming and Exploring Habitable Worlds Meeting is a modest-scale international conference,
yet it is intended for hybrid delivery to broaden access for participants across the globe while helping ensure
COVID-safety and reducing the per delegate resource footprint of the event. The following *provisions are
planned for:
 Likely live streaming of the Public Event alongside its recording. The recording will be openly available
to all after the meeting.
 Live streaming of all in-person talks during the meeting’s topical sessions with access among registered
virtual attendees allowing them to submit questions. Instructions for the submission of questions will
follow. Recordings of these in-person talks are intended to be provided roughly one day after they are
given and will remain available to registered remote-access delegates for roughly a month after the
event’s closing ceremony.
 We aim for remote-access attendees to be able to submit an electronic poster if they wish to do so.
Corresponding virtual question and answer during the meeting is intended for these authors of virtual
posters, or recorded lightning talks will be provided for to help you promote your work.
 A meeting slack channel (or similar platform) will accommodate discussions among remote access and
in-person delegates and for each of the meeting’s themes.
 MS Teams or zoom calls will be possible for delegates to schedule with one another to explore
particular subjects of interest, and these would be arranged at the discretion of participants.

Delegates can register for virtual access via the meeting’s payment portal that is now open.
https://www.habitableworlds.co.uk/registration.
Those that may be eligible for meeting access bursaries can access guidance here:
https://www.habitableworlds.co.uk/bursaries

Further information on the nature of virtual access provisions and corresponding technical details
will be added here when available.
Information on a recommended minimum bandwidth shall be included at that time.

*At this time all interested parties should be aware that the costs of virtual access provisions by audio-visual
teams mean that, for reasons of financial feasibility, organisers are forced to set a minimum number of
registrations for remote access. We are optimistic that the necessary target shall be reached, if not refunds will
be provided to those concerned ahead of the event.
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Theme 1
The origins of habitable bodies in
and beyond our home Solar System

For this broadly defined theme we solicit contributions of new findings arising from meteoritical,
experimental / analogue / computational modelling, observational astronomy and space mission studies.
We strongly encourage contributions that integrate models of impact processes and celestial mechanics
with chemical and other findings for meteorites, and / or experiments that seek to constrain the
dynamical and geological history of our own planetary neighbourhood. In addition, we seek astronomical
findings from planet-hunting studies because such work is crucial to furthering community discussions
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Theme 1 is anticipated to accommodate talks and posters under the following topics:
A.

Habitable environments, including a focus on Mars’ (near) surface
Keywords and questions
 How do we define habitability and life?
Prebiotic molecules. Plausible forms. Known and unknown.
In and beyond our Solar System. "Extreme" and the earliest life on Earth.
Planetary brines. Alteration. Lessons from low-gravity space stations. Astrobiological possibilities.
Tracking / remotely sensing tell tale signs among biogeochemical cycles.
 Do we have evidence for past or present life on Mars? What and where are Mars’ past or present
liveable environments? Have martian hydrothermal processes given niche environments for life?
How do we infer and constrain Martian biogeochemical cycles?

B.

From nebular to protoplanetary disk
Keywords and questions:
 What is required to prompt the rise of potentially habitable worlds?
Modelling. Mimicking (with analogue experiments). Constraining the conditions during the earliest
phases of solar system histories. Element origins. Chemical / isotopic reservoirs. Volatile / water
behaviour(s) and import. Linking computational astrophysics with primitive solar system materials.

C.

Building worlds
Keywords and questions:
 What aspects of planetary construction determine long-term potential for habitability?
Rocky worlds with icy neighbours. Bulk body chemical recipes and mass balance. High-temperature
geochemistry. Tracing planetary phsysiochemical histories. Impact processes and long-term flux.
Core Formation. Planetary volatiles (including calculations of water delivery). Volatile inheritance?
Volatile loss? Accretion theory. Planetary magma generation, crystallisation, and volcanism.
Outgassing. Natural planetary materials. Meteorites. Returned planetary samples. Asteroids,
comets, presolar grains, IDPs, Moon. Experimental study approaches. Relevant revelations from
crater counting and other remote sensing. How important is the Moon to the habitability of the
Earth-Moon system? Computational modelling of planetary growth and solar system evolution.

D. Exoplanet discoveries, atmospheres, and new frontiers
Keywords and questions:
 What fundamental questions can exoplanetary geoscience answer??
Identifying potentially habitable exoplanets, exomoons, or other bodies. Observational astronomy.
Associated solar / star setting and conditions. Bulk elemental compositions of exoplanets.
Snapshots of giant impact processes. Hints of exomoons. Extraterrestrial atmospheric compositions
(with possibilities for life detection?) and their physics. Modelling atmospheres and/or inferring
climates on bodies outside our Solar System. New developments in capabilities for exoplanetary
science and the search for other habitable worlds.
E. SETI science
Keywords and questions:
 Could other civilisations and ecologies be more advanced and sustainable than ours currently are on
Earth? Combing the cosmos for signs of intelligence in the great beyond. Fermi’s paradox.
Radio astronomy approaches and more.
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Theme 2
Space exploration and its governance:
priorities, visions, concerns, and ambitions

Where to and what next?
This portion of the meeting will foster trans-disciplinary dialogue across a wide range of fields. The
purpose of this theme is to highlight key observations that have implications for how and why we explore
space, evaluate our ambitions and priorities in space exploration, cooperate over missions, and consider
emerging visions and aspirations for future settling of other worlds.
Crucial to responsible exploration of space, and strong support of discovery-driven science over
generations, is how international communities distinguish between exploration and exploitation and how
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Theme 2 is anticipated to accommodate talks and posters under the following topics:
A. Space governance, environmental ethics, and planetary protection
Keywords and questions:










How is planetary protection currently defined? What other considerations need to be included beyond ‘life’
off-Earth? What about pristine inorganic landscapes? Discussion will draw on previous impacts caused by
human activity both on Earth and of instruments or craft left and impacted on other planetary surfaces.
What is space governance and what does it entail? Are the treaties appropriate for the current level of
knowledge and understanding of governance, global activity, and are they reinforced?
Drawing from natural sciences, and the properties required to make Earth a habitable planet, can humans
duplicate them? And drawing from social sciences and humanities, can other planets be terraformed? What
are the ethical, social and cultural implications of such ambitions?
Should legislation better reference and regulate the clearance of space junk while recognising and ensuring
the provision of dark skies?
Our responsibilities: preparing for launch, exploring, managing possible extra-terrestrial economies, and
settling in space. How are the perspectives of non-elite historically marginalised groups (people of
underrepresented race, ethnicity, religions, age, gender, class) included in determining responsibilities?
Do we need improved strategies to raise public awareness and understanding related to planetary protection
and space governance?

B. Where to next, why, how, and when? What are we seeking?
Keywords and questions:











On Mars and its satellites? Are we ready?
What innovative technologies, new education / apprenticeships / other training / recruitment provisions with
constructive partnerships, and original knowledge, are needed to enable our aims?
The current ambitions of the various space stakeholders (e.g. space agencies, commercial ventures) have to
explore and make habitable other planets and how do these compare with past missions. Do they interfere
with the natural sustainability of the planetary body?
Public perceptions, attitudes, values, concerns, dreams, and imaginaries regarding current and future space
exploration and making other worlds habitable.
Meanings, sociotechnical imaginaries, and practices of habitable worlds regarding housing/shelter (space
architecture), food, clothing, leisure / consumption practices, material culture, communication technologies,
and privacy protection in confined, dangerous and distant places (e.g. ISS, spaceships to Mars and elsewhere).
Imaginaries of living forms off-Earth and encounters between earthlings and extraterrestrial organisms.
The role of planetary analogues on Earth to test living conditions off-Earth, namely Mars and other planets.
What configurations of the future off-Earth living conditions do these sites pre-figure?
Meanings and concepts of time and temporalities in space travel and space exploration to seek living
conditions off-Earth.

C. How will we maximise scientific output from space missions? and what technologies are required?
Keywords and questions:










The Moon: Scientific priorities and target destinations of lunar missions (e.g. ARTEMIS / Lunar Gateway).
Exploration, technological preparedness, and governance related to astronaut health, in situ resource
utilisation on the Moon, humankind's unknown future, and importance to testing viabilities for further space
exploration or extraterrestrial settlements in / beyond our immediate celestial neighbourhood.
Mars and its satellites / moons: What are we all seeking, why, how, and where?
Venus: Missions and priorities for this hot-house planet.
Icy worlds, metal and primitive asteroids: Scientific objectives and destinations.
Intercepting comets: Priorities, accomplishments, readiness and ambitions.
Astronomy and Exoplanetary science: Latest ground-based and space roving telescopes. The motivations for,
abilities, big data and pin point targets of all projects extremely large and smaller. Emerging opportunities?
Planetary Materials Curation and Analysis: Locating, storing, handling, and characterising space rocks on
Earth. Fireball networks. A forward view to studies of extra-terrestrial material and floods of celestial data.
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Scientific programme at a glance
The outline below is indicative only. The running order and other details will be firmly fixed after the abstract submission
deadline. Details such as topic order may change. Each day begins at 9 am in the Pentland Suite, John McIntyre Conference
Centre. Total talks number approximately 65.

Nov. 7th

Nov. 8th

Monday

9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
11:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
13:00
13:10
13:20
13:30
13:40
13:50
14:00
14:10
14:20
14:30
14:40
14:50
15:00
15:10
15:20
15:30
15:40
15:50
16:00
16:10
16:20
16:30
16:40
16:50
17:00
17:10
17:20
17:30
17:40
17:50
18:00
18:10
18:20
18:30
18:40
18:50
19:00
19:10

Tuesday

COFFEE
REGISTRATION
WELCOME AND OPENING SPEECHES
Talk #1 - Theme 1A
Talk #2 Theme 1A
Talk #3 (INVITED) Theme 1A
Extreme environments / Astrobiology
Dr. Mickaël Baqué
Talk #4 Theme 1A
Talk #5 Theme 1A
Talk #6 Theme 1A
Talk #7 Theme 1A

LUNCH

Talk #8 Theme 1A
Talk #9 KEYNOTE Theme 1A
Prof. Dirk Schulze Makuch

Talk #10 Theme 1A
Talk #11 Theme 1A

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK

Talk #12 (INVITED) Theme 2A

Talk #13 Theme 2A
Talk #14 Theme 2A
Talk #15 Theme 2A
Talk #16 Theme 2A

Free Time
Enjoy Your Evening

9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
11:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
13:00
13:10
13:20
13:30
13:40
13:50
14:00
14:10
14:20
14:30
14:40
14:50
15:00
15:10
15:20
15:30
15:40
15:50
16:00
16:10
16:20
16:30
16:40
16:50
17:00
17:10
17:20
17:30
17:40
17:50
18:00
18:10
18:20
18:30
18:40
18:50

Talk #17 Theme 2A
Talk #18 Theme 2A
Talk #19 Theme 2A
Talk #20 (INVITED) Theme 2A

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK
Talk #21 (INVITED) Theme 2B

Talk #22 Theme 2B
Talk #23 (INVITED) Theme 2B

LUNCH

Talk #24 Theme 2B
Talk #25 Theme 2B
Talk #26 Theme 2B

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK
Talk #27 (INVITED)Theme 1D
Exoplanet atmospheres
Dr. Joanna Barstow Eberhardt
Talk #28 Theme 1D
Talk #29 Theme 1D
Talk #30 Theme 1D
Talk #31 Theme 1D
Talk #32Theme 1D

BREAK

PUBLIC EVENT
Part 1, panel and questions

19:00
19:10

19:20

19:20

19:30

19:30

19:40

19:40

19:50
20:00

19:50
20:00

PUBLIC EVENT

20:10
20:20

20:10
20:20

Part 2, lecture

20:30

20:30

To finish around 8.30 pm
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BREAK

Scientific programme at a glance
The outline below is indicative only. The running order will be firmly fixed after the abstract submission deadline. Details
such as topic order may change. Each day begins at 9 am in the Pentland Suite, John McIntyre Conference Centre. Total
talks number approximately 65.

Nov. 9th

Nov. 10th

Wednesday
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
11:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
13:00
13:10
13:20
13:30
13:40
13:50
14:00
14:10
14:20
14:30
14:40
14:50
15:00
15:10
15:20
15:30
15:40
15:50
16:00
16:10
16:20
16:30
16:40
16:50
17:00
17:10
17:20
17:30
17:40
17:50
18:00
18:10
18:20
18:30
18:40

Talk #33 (INVITED) Theme 1D
Exoplanet observations
Dr. Laetitia Delrez
TALK #34 Theme 1D
TALK #35Theme 1D
Talk #36 Theme 1B

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK
Talk #37 (INVITED) Theme 1B

Talk #38 Theme 1B
Talk #39 Theme 1B
Talk #40 Theme 1B

POSTER SESSION
WITH TEA, COFFEE, FRUIT
AND BISCUITS

Free Time
ENJOY YOUR DAY

Nov.11th

Thursday

9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
11:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
13:00
13:10
13:20
13:30
13:40
13:50
14:00
14:10
14:20
14:30
14:40
14:50
15:00
15:10
15:20
15:30
15:40
15:50
16:00
16:10
16:20
16:30
16:40
16:50
17:00
17:10
17:20
17:30
17:40
17:50
18:00
18:10
18:20
18:30
18:40

Talk #41 Theme 1B
Talk #42 Theme 1B
Talk #43 Theme 1B
Talk #44 Theme 1C
Talk #45 Theme 1C

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK

PANEL DISCUSSION
WITH
DELEGATE INPUT
Community directions.
Planetary Materials Curation, and Analysis
Exoplanetary Geoscience

LUNCH

Talk #46 Theme 1C
Talk #47 Theme 1C
Talk #48 (INVITED) Theme 1C

Talk #49 Theme 1C

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK
Talk #50 Theme 1C
Talk #51 Theme 1C
Talk #52 KEYNOTE Theme 1C
Prof. Audrey Bouvier

BREAK
PREPARE FOR BANQUET

BANQUET AT SOUTH HALL
WITH
CEILIDH

Friday

9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
11:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
13:00
13:10
13:20
13:30
13:40
13:50
14:00
14:10
14:20
14:30
14:40
14:50
15:00
15:10
15:20
15:30
15:40
15:50
16:00
16:10
16:20
16:30
16:40
16:50
17:00
17:10
17:20
17:30
17:40
17:50
18:00
18:10
18:20
18:30
18:40
18:50

18:50

18:50

19:00

19:00

19:10

19:10

19:20

19:20

19:20

19:30

19:30 Ceilidh = traditional scottish music
19:40 and group dance with a caller.

19:30

19:40
19:50
20:00

19:50
20:00

19:50
20:00

20:10
20:20

20:10
20:20

20:10
20:20

20:30

20:30

To finish around 8.30 pm
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19:00
19:10

19:40

20:30

Talk #53 (INVITED) Theme 1E

Talk #54 Theme 1E
Talk #55 Theme 1E
Talk #56 Theme 1E

TEA AND COFFEE
BREAK
Talk #57 Theme 1E
Talk #58 Theme 1E
Talk #59 Theme 2C
Talk #60 Theme 2C

LUNCH

Option to join a discussion of
teaching and curriculum
development for broad-based
planetary science.
Talk #61 Theme 2C
Talk #62 Theme 2C
Talk #63 Theme 2C (INVITED)

Talk #64 Theme 2C
Talk #65 Theme 2C
CLOSING SPEECHES

END OF MEETING
Attendees to Gartmore Retreat to
walk together to catch the train.
Others are released from the meeting
and should pursue their own travel or
visiting plans.

Presenter Instructions
All talks are permitted to be given by either a single solo presenter or delivered by two person (dual) speakers.
Speakers should prepare presentations in PC-compatible formats (power point or pdfs derived thereof).
Dimensions of power point slides should be standard (4:3).
Presentations should be provided on a thumb-drive and must be submitted in the presentation room prior to
the start of each scientific session. For all presentations before noon, submission is required before 8.40 a.m.
or preferably the day before. For all afternoon presentations, submission is required on a previous day or
during the lunch break (ideally, at the start of lunch).
• Standard oral presentations must be 15 minutes in length and will be followed by 5 minutes of questions. Solo
presenters should use 15 minutes. Dual presenters will have 7 and a half minutes each with a smooth
transition and will share the total of 5 minutes of questions time.
• Invited speakers will have 30 minutes of time and should prepare a 20-25 minute presentation and anticipate
5-10 minutes of questions and discussion.
• The two keynote speakers will have 40 minutes and should prepare a 30 minute talk to be followed by 10
minutes of questions and discussion.
•
•
•
•

In addition to roughly 65 talks, on the order of 40 excellent mid-week poster presentations can be anticipated.
• Posters should be put up in the presentation space in the conference centre. This space will be clearly sign
posted within the venue.
• Those giving poster presentations should stand by their work during the poster session.
• Posters are recommended to be 84 cm × 114 cm (33” × 45”). Portrait orientation is recommended.
**It is not acceptable to record or photograph the presentations without the explicit permission of the authors.**

Awards
The following awards are supported by the meeting:
• Two best poster presentations given by research students.
• Best oral presentation given by a research student via a solo presenter talk.
• Best presentation involving a research student(s) via a dual presenter talk.
• Best oral presentation by a postdoctoral researcher via a solo presenter talk.
• Best oral presentation involving a postdoctoral researcher(s) via a dual presenter talk.
Criteria for judges will be made available at a later date. People of any age classifying as research students or
postdoctoral researchers are eligible. Winners of these prizes will be announced during the closing remarks on
Friday11th November and award presentations will be made by a respected member of the community who will
be named here after the abstract submission deadline.

Venue Logistics
• In the event of a fire alarm sounding continuously please remain calm, take your valuables with you and
follow the directions of the workshop organisers and/or fire marshal to leave the building by the nearest safe
exit in an orderly manner.
• Bathrooms are located near to all meeting rooms and delegates should familiarise themselves with their
locations, or ask one of the voluntary assistants involved in workshop organisation.
• If delegates experience any problems or accidents they should inform the event organisers immediately who
will arrange for the appropriate assistance.
• Free wireless internet access is available at the science site where scientific sessions will take place. Further
instructions will be made available to delegates close to and/or at the time of the meeting.
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Abstracts

All abstracts submitted to this meeting will be appended to this document.
The full and final meeting programme will be completed and made
available a few weeks after the close of abstract submissions.

As abstracts must be submitted by midnight UK-time May 3rd 2022 along with
payment of early bird registration, it is likely that the final programme
will be available to delegates during June.
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-END-
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